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Philly.com Names Manko, Gold, Katcher & Fox, LLP  
to the Delaware Valley 2018 Top Workplaces Award List 

 

 

Philadelphia, PA (March 19, 2018) – Manko, Gold, Katcher & Fox, LLP (MGKF) is pleased to announce 

that it has been awarded a 2018 Top Workplaces honor by Philly.com. The Top Workplaces lists are based 

solely on the results of an employee feedback survey administered by Energage, a leading research firm 

that specializes in organizational health and workplace improvement. Several aspects of workplace culture 

were measured, including Alignment, Execution, and Connection, just to name a few. Philly.com published 

the complete list of 2018 Top Workplaces on March 15.  MGKF was the top-rated law firm and ranked fifth 

overall in the small companies survey.  
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MGKF Managing Partner Jonathan Spergel commented, “Even after eight consecutive years, we never 

want to take being a Top Workplace for granted. Since our founding, MGKF has focused not only on the 

quality of work we deliver for our clients, but also on the quality of life we provide for everyone at the our 

firm. This recognition supports our strong work ethic and sense of community we have both within and 

outside of the office.” 

 

“Becoming a Top Workplace isn’t something organizations can buy,” said Doug Claffey, CEO of Energage. 

“It’s an achievement that organizations have to work for.” And who better to ask about work life than the 

people who live the culture every day—the employees. Time and time again, our research has proven that 

what’s most important to them is a strong belief in where the organization is headed, how it’s going to get 

there, and the feeling that everyone is in it together.  

 

MGKF concentrates its practice in environmental, energy, and land use law and litigation. It represents 

clients ranging from Fortune 100 corporations to small, privately held enterprises, both in the Mid-Atlantic 

region and on a national basis.  Offices are located at: 401 City Avenue, Suite 901, Bala Cynwyd, 

Pennsylvania; 535 Route 38, Suite 145A, Cherry Hill, New Jersey; and at 25 West Third Street, Suite 303, 

Williamsport, Pennsylvania. For additional information, visit www.mankogold.com or call 484-430-5700, 

856-317-1299, or 570-567-7325. 

Energage is a HR Technology company based in Exton, PA and formerly known as WorkplaceDynamics.  

The Energage platform helps realize the workplace’s full potential by combining cutting-edge AI technology, 

Top Workplaces insights, and personalized guidance. They combine neuroscience, organizational 

development, and over 14 million survey responses into clear next steps to help develop an employee-

centric approach to success.  
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